FEBRUARY 23-24
USG Transition Training

FRIDAY

6:00  Distress Awareness and Response Training
     Calvin Chin (90 minutes)

8:00  Team Dinner
     Thai Villiage

9:00  Group Bonding
     Lead by Nate and Nick Wu

SATURDAY

8:30  Travel to Chauncey
     Meet in front of USG Office

9:15  Design Thinking
     Rafe Steinhauer

10:00 Communication/Team Management
     Rafe Steinhauer

11:00 Leadership Styles
      Claire Pinciaro

12:00 Lunch
      At Chauncey Center

1:00  Time Management/ Vision Setting
      Nic Voge

2:30  USG History/ Best Practices
      Zhan Okuda Lim ’15

3:30  Goal Setting
      Project Teams set vision and goals for the semester. Set up mechanisms for accountability and take first steps in establishing progress.

Other Training
Constitutional Knowledge:
Parliamentarian Jonah Hyman ’20
Diversity Training: Dean Buck
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USG Senate Spring 2018
President: Rachel Yee ’19
VP: Nate Lambert ’20
usg@princeton.edu
1 Chauncey Rd,
Princeton, NJ 08541

Purpose: Provide the tools to help the USG succeed in serving the student body more effectively
Internal: Explaining Mechanics of the Senate: Duties, Budget, Setting Goals for the Semester, Concur/ Applying for Funding
External: Working with Administration, CPUC, Working with different campus groups, Working with Class Governments